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About This Game

Legendary Youtube sensation GamingTaylor brings you his first ever video game.

- Hordes of Zombies to defeat
- Elaborate level design

- Many Weapons to choose from

By choosing to purchase or play this game you will gain all the love and support of GamingTaylor as you lift him to new heights!
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You can sprint faster than the rocket you fire ! Anyway ...
A few improvements like the ability to climb the giant zombies bodies would be nice, as well as a more edited level.
This is still a good game to kill time with, recommended.. dont buy this ever. one might say a journey has ended, but i may say it
has just started. in a nutshell lets get this game rolling for some sick achivements and all the other stuff that gaben provides us.
to great power the PCMS will raise and stop the need to tell people why there xbox sequel console will never get close too the
price of freedom . hm he what where was i yeah other all not a very great piece of art. but may i say we might not be the first on
mars but we have cake.. Intentionally bad or no, this game still sucks.
If it is supposed to be a joke, there isn't anything funny in it.
Just a bog standard GameGuru waste of time.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/3ycmgfOzNVU
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